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Class Location: South

8649 63 Avenue, Phone (780) 469-1147

Class #: 1-4946

Classroom: S4 Teacher: Jan Fowler

Description: Fat Quarter Friendly and easy as pie while learning a number of quilting techniques. All 

levels of quilters can easily master this project. It is a large block at 16.5inches so can easily be 

repeated to make into a large quilt or added to the other 15 blocks (a Mystery Quilt in process). Think 

red, white and blue as one colour combo or purple, red and lime as another. You can minimize to 3 

colours per block or as many as 6.
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SupplySupplySupplySupply    listlistlistlist

    -sewing machine in good working order with power cords and accessories

    -1/4" foot

    -neutral thread

    -rotary cutter, mat and ruler

    -if doing this with 6 colours - 1m of neutral for background, 

                             - half a Fat Quarter of the other 5 colours 

    -if using 4 colours grab a couple Fat Quarters for the background or w

here I used white

    -you will need WOF for the backing, borders and binding...dependent on 

how many blocks you want to make this or if 

     you are planning to follow along and learn the other blocks in the My

stery part.  You may want to buy larger meterage to make the quilt that me

asures 70`x 90`.

    -the runner is approx. 50`x 20`so buy accordingly for backing, batting 

and binding.

Policies

Payment is requested at the time of registration

Phone registrations are possible with a credit card

If the minimum enrolment is not reached 1 week before the class, it will b

e cancelled for a full refund.  OUTSIDE INSTRUCTORS require 1 month notice 

for cancellation unless otherwise stated.

No REFUNDS will be given 6 days (or less) prior to the start date of the c

lass, (OUTSIDE INSTRUCTORS 1 month)  however, you may send someone in your 
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place.

Do not purchase your supplies until you are certain that the class is runn

ing.

Supply lists are available for each class.  Please ensure that you pick on

e up at one of either locations or visit our Web-site at:

www.centralsewing.com

Some classes utilize kits (at a nominal fee).
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